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How do we usually meet new people?

Here are a few popular options:

 At work
 In a bar, club, a party
 Our friends introduce us each to other
 Instant Messaging search
 Online Dating sites

Let's briefly review some advantages and disadvantages and rate them from 1-poor to 5-the best.

Let's put the following criterias on our scorecard.
START: How easy it is to start talking?
SURVIVE: How easy it is to withstand a rejection?
TRUST: How can I trust that the partner is really the person who he/she is claimed to be?
ROMANCE: Does it lead to really romantic relationships?

* At work
START: 3 - difficult to find what to talk about, sometimes we have to work.

TRUST: 4 We know our colleagues others quite well… but there still can be a surprise

ROMANCE: 3 Not really… it’s more about friendship

SURVIVE: 3 colleagues can find out about you..

* In a bar, club, a party
START: 3 loud music, noise… difficult to find what to talk about..

TRUST: 3 It’s really to hard to be sure…

ROMANCE: 3 It’s rather more about one-night-stand then long-term relationships.

SURVIVE: 4 you’ll have to go to the other place…

* Our friends introduce us each to other
START: 4

TRUST: 5 A friend can guarantee

ROMANCE: 4 Again… it could lead you to friendship.
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SURVIVE: 4 Usually we can not be friends anymore… and out common
 friend may suffer.

* Online Dating sites

START: 5 Just drop a message!

TRUST: 4 If his/her profile is fully completed then you could know about the one even more then

ROMANCE: 5 If a person goes to online dating website and creates a profile – he/she is really
focused on dating.. not friendship. Otherwise you can read about it in one’s profile.

SURVIVE: 5 Easy come – easy go!

New to online dating?
We recommend – www.LiveDateSearch.com !

Forum Admin.
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